
Who’d be a GC ref?

20 questions about Golf 

Croquet

Think about the question – the 

answer is on the next sheet



Q1  Allocating extra 

strokes: case a 

In a handicap doubles game the 

following people are playing:

Brenda   handicap  4

Rick        handicap  3

Brian      handicap  5

Yolande handicap  9 

Who gets what extra strokes?



Allocating extra strokes: 

case a  

Rule 19.3

Diff      Half     Round

Brenda  h’cap  4

Rick      h’cap  3

Brian     h’cap  5    5-3=2    1

Yolande h’cap  9   9-4 =5   2½          3



Q2 Allocating extra 

strokes:  case b 

In a handicap doubles game the 

following people are playing:

Brenda   handicap  4

Rick        handicap  8

Brian      handicap  5

Yolande handicap  9 

Who gets what extra strokes?



Allocating extra strokes: 

case b

Rule 19.3

Diff    Half    Round

Brenda   handicap  4

Rick        handicap  8   8-5=3    1½    ????

Brian      handicap  5    

Yolande handicap  9    9-4 =5   2½    ????

Only one of Rick & Yolande can 

round up:

They decide who will have the 

extra stroke.



Q3  Starting the game

Brenda & Brian win the toss:  

Brenda plays blue followed by 

Rick with red. 

Brian plays yellow.

What happens next?



Q3  Starting the game

Brenda & Brian win the toss:  

Brenda plays blue followed by 

Rick with red. 

Brian plays yellow.

What happens next?

Rule 10.5.3

The first two strokes are valid:  

Brian plays black and then 

Yolande yellow.



Q4  Starting the game

Brenda & Brian win the toss:  

Brenda plays red followed by 

Rick with black, Brian with 

yellow and Yolande with blue. 

What happens next?



Q4  Starting the game

Brenda & Brian win the toss:  

Brenda plays red followed by 

Rick with black, Brian with 

yellow and Yolande with blue. 

What happens next?

Rule 10.5.2

The game continues as normal 

with ball ownership exchanged



Q5  Offside ball

How much of a ball must be 

over the “halfway line” to be 

regarded as offside?



Q5  Offside ball

How much of a ball must be 

over the “halfway line” to be 

regarded as offside?

Rule 8.2.1

All of it.   It must be “clearly 

beyond the halfway line”



Q7 Black has run Hoop 6.  Can red in the next turn 

bounce off black to get position on Hoop 7?



Q7 Black has run Hoop 6.  Can red in the next turn 

bounce off black to get position on Hoop 7?

Rule 6.7  No.  Black is an “outside agency” until 

played into the court



Q9 Black has run Hoop 7.  Red is offside and despatched 

to the East penalty area……………….



Q9 Black has run Hoop 7.  Red is offside and despatched 

to the East penalty area……yellow now runs hoop 8.

Can red be moved to the west penalty area?

Rule 8.4.3  No.  Once a “direction” to a penalty 

area has been given it cannot be changed



Q10  Accidents

Rick – playing red –

accidentally touches black with 

his trouser leg whilst playing 

the ball.  Red scores the hoop.

What happens now?



Q10  Accidents

Rick – playing red –

accidentally touches black with 

his trouser leg whilst playing 

the ball.  Red scores the hoop

Rule 11.2.8 (Faults)   The 

opponents decide whether to 

leave the balls where they lie 

or replace them to the original 

position.   The hoop point does 

not count.



Q11  Wrong ball

Brenda (blue) plays black 

instead of blue.

What happens now?



Q11  Wrong ball

Brenda (blue) plays black 

instead of blue and scores 

Hoop 5.

Rule 10.3.1 The opponents 

have the choice of “replace 

and replay” (everything put 

back and Brenda plays blue, 

no hoop point) red then plays.

Or “ball swap”(ie the blue and 

black balls exchange positions 

and the hoop stands) red then 

plays. 



Q12  Rabbit runs

A ball runs a hoop, stops and 

then rolls back into the hoop 

into a position where it is not 

clear of the hoop.   

Does the hoop score? 



Q12  Rabbit runs

A ball runs a hoop, stops and 

then rolls back into the hoop 

into a position where it is not 

clear of the hoop.   

Does the hoop score? 

Rule 6.4.2 Only if the ball has 

been at rest for at least 5 

seconds.  If that is the case, it 

is replaced where it first 

stopped.



Q13  Offside balls

Rick’s red ball is offside when 

blue runs hoop 1.  Rick plays

red before Brian (black) has 

indicated what he wants to do.

Is Rick’s stroke legal?



Q13  Offside balls

Rick’s red ball is offside when 
blue runs hoop 1.  Rick plays

red before Brian (black) has 
indicated what he wants to do.

Is Rick’s stroke legal?

Rule 8.4.5 No.  Brian can ask 
for all balls to be returned to 
the position before Rick’s 
stroke and for Rick to go to a 
Penalty Area.



Q14   Match sequence

Yolande (yellow) scores hoop 

12 of a 3 game match to win

7-5.  

Who plays the first stroke of 

the next game? 



Q14   Match sequence

Yolande (yellow) scores hoop 

12 of a 3 game match to win

7-5.  

Who plays the first stroke of 

the next game? 

Rule 5.4.2 Either opponent 

player may start with their 

respective ball.



Q15 Double taps

A “double tap” occurs when the 

mallet strikes a ball more than 

once in the same turn.

How can you tell when a 

double tap has occurred?



Q15 Double taps

A “double tap” occurs when the 

mallet strikes a ball more than once 

in the same turn.

How can you tell when a double tap 

has occurred?

Appendix 4: 1.1.5 The object ball 

must travel at least eight times as 

far as the striker’s ball.



Q16 Extra strokes

When may you NOT use an 

extra stroke?



Q16 Extra strokes

When may you NOT use an 

extra stroke?

1. Rule 19.5 If you have 

already indicated that you will 

not be playing an extra stroke 

2. Rule 19.7 After a wrong ball 

has been played UNLESS the 

opponents opt for “replace & 

replay”

3. Appendix 3 In a timed game 

after “time” has been called



Q17 Offside again

Brenda (blue) scores hoop 4.

Rick plays his offside red 

quickly before Brenda has had 

time to direct him to a Penalty 

Area.

Does Rick have to replay red?



Q17 Offside again

Brenda (blue) scores hoop 4.

Rick plays his offside red 

quickly before Brenda has had 

time to direct him to a Penalty 

Area.

Does Rick have to replay red?

Rule 8.4.5 Yes.  And all balls 

to be replaced



Q18 Offside again and 

again

Brenda (blue) scores hoop 4.

Rick plays his offside red quickly 
before Brenda has had time to 
direct him to a Penalty Area.

Does Rick have to replay red?

Rule 8.4.5 Yes.  And all balls to be 
replaced. 

Rick now points out to Brenda that 
Black is also offside.

What should Brenda’s response 
be? 



Q18 Offside again and 

again

Brenda (blue) scores hoop 4.

Rick plays his offside red quickly before 
Brenda has had time to direct him to a 
Penalty Area.

Does Rick have to replay red?

Rule 8.4.5 Yes.  And all balls to be 
replaced. 

Rick now points out to Brenda that Black 
is also offside.

What should Brenda’s response be? 

Rick cannot give an offside direction until 
after the next point is scored.



Q19  Faulty play

Brian commits a fault.

He decides to play an extra 

stroke and the balls are 

replaced.

He then decides that he does 

not wish to play the extra 

stroke.

What should happen now?



Q19  Faulty play

Brian commits a fault.

He decides to play an extra stroke 
and the balls are replaced.

He then decides that he does not 
wish to play the extra stroke.

What should happen now?

Rule 19.8 He may not revoke the 
decision and must play the extra 
stroke.



Q20   Decisions, 

decisions

In a singles game with no 

referee in charge the players 

cannot agree on what 

happened in an incident.

Whose opinion prevails?



Q20   Decisions, 

decisions

In a singles game with no referee in 

charge the players cannot agree on 

what happened in an incident.

Whose opinion prevails?

Rule 15.1.4 The opinion of the 

player with the best view is to be 

preferred but if the two views are 

equal the opinion of the striker 

prevails.


